Effects of the rigid and sterically bulky structure of non-fused nonfullerene acceptors on transient photon-to-current dynamics†
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Non-fused electron-accepting π-conjugated compounds have been investigated recently for application to nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) in organic solar cells (OSCs). However, the establishment of rational molecular design for non-fused NFAs is still lagging because the influence of flexible non-fused structures on the dynamics of electron–hole pairs in OSCs is not entirely understood. In this study, we utilized cyclopentene-annelated thiophene with spiro-substituted 2,7-bis(2-ethylhexyl)fluorene (FT) as a rigid and sterically bulky linker unit and developed a non-fused NFA (TT–FT–DCI) containing FT units. Photophysical measurements indicated that the introduction of the FT unit leads to the formation of rigid molecular structure. OSCs based on donor polymer (PBDB-T) and TT–FT–DCI showed an improved power conversion efficiency of 7.13% due to the in the short-circuit current density and fill factor. Time-resolved optical and microwave spectroscopies showed that the FT unit contributes to the long lifetimes of excited state and charge-separated state in the PBDBT:TT–FT–DCI blend films. Time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance measurements showed that the distant charge-separated states of the face-to-face PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI structure, which is derived by avoiding over-crystallization by the steric bulkiness of TT–FT–DCI, can interact with the cathodes for preferential electron injection following charge generations. This study highlights that by using the rigid π-conjugated framework and suppressed self-aggregation of the non-fused acceptor, effective molecular design for the appropriate dynamics of photocurrent generation is possible.
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1 Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs) have been widely investigated as next-generation energy production sources owing to their potential for large-area fabrication, light weight, flexibility, and their ease of use in solution processes. The photoactive layer of OSCs is commonly composed of a blend of hole-transporting semiconductors (donors) and electron-transporting semiconductors (acceptors), which form so-called bulk heterojunction structures in the films. To make use of \( \pi \)-conjugated systems based on their light absorbance, carrier transport, and ease of frontier energy level, the donor-acceptor (D-A)-type configuration has become a rational molecular design for both the donor and acceptor.

The development of A-D-A-type nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) with large fused-ring donor structures, such as Y6 and ITIC, have significantly accelerated OSC research (chemical structures shown in Fig. S1 in the ESI†) and the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of the state-of-the-art devices have surpassed 19%. Comprehensive studies, including those on steady state current–voltage, spectroscopic, and morphological analyses have revealed that the utilization of a rigid \( \pi \)-conjugated framework and the suppression of face-to-face intermolecular arrangement are advantageous for photoinduced charge generation and isotropic charge transport. However, the utilization of such fused-ring structures has faced difficulties in scale-up synthesis and structural tunability. For instance, Y6 and ITIC synthesized through 10 and 8 synthetic steps, respectively, have limited industrial viability because of the high synthetic complexities.

As another emerging molecular design for NFAs, electron-accepting non-fused \( \pi \)-conjugated systems have been extensively developed recently. For recent non-fused NFAs, the rigidity of the \( \pi \)-conjugated framework is reinforced by the introduction of intramolecular S-F\( ^{39-42} \) and S-O\( ^{46-48} \) interactions (types A-C in Fig. 1a). Very recently, it was reported that the head-to-head structures of type D are also effective in improving the rigidity of \( \pi \)-conjugation in non-fused NFA. By introducing these intramolecular interactions to the \( \pi \)-conjugated systems, non-fused NFAs have been developed with PCEs over 10%. However, OSCs based on non-fused NFAs are still being developed because of the moderate short-circuit current density \( (J_{sc}) \) and fill factor (FF) of OSC characteristics. To overcome this problem, the development of new non-fused NFAs is important to establish the guidelines for molecular design. Along this line, it is also essential to clarify the effect of the flexibility of non-fused NFA on the dynamic carrier generation and extraction processes in OSCs.

We have revealed that the incorporation of cyclopentene-annelation into thiophene unit can effectively improve the planarity and rigidity of \( \pi \)-conjugation in its-repeated oligothiophenes (Fig. 1b). In this molecular design, the combination of cyclopentene-annelated thiophene with spiro-substituted 2,7-bis[2-ethylhexyl]fluorene (FT) achieved not only high effective conjugation but also complete encapsulation of \( \pi \)-conjugated backbones because intermolecular \( \pi \)-\( \pi \) interactions between neighboring oligothiophenes are completely suppressed by the 2,7-bis[2-ethylhexyl]fluorene group that is positioned perpendicular to the main chain. Therefore, long oligothiophenes composed of FT units can function as highly conductive molecular wires in single-molecule electronics.

In this situation, we anticipated that the FT unit would play a significant role in the rigid and sterically bulky effects in non-fused NFAs. In this study, to elucidate the structure–property–OSC functional relationships of NFAs, we designed and synthesized an electron-accepting compound TT-FT-DCI and its reference compound TT-T-DCI, which are composed of thiienothiophene (TT) and 3-(dicyanomethylene)indanone (DCI) (Fig. 1c). Detailed comparisons of the physical properties, OSC characteristics, and dynamics of excitons in the donor/acceptor blend films were performed using time-resolved spectroscopy techniques of time-resolved UV-vis and IR absorption spectroscopies, flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave-conductivity (FP-TRMC), and time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance (TREPR) measurements to evaluate the impact of the presence of the FT unit on photocharge generation in OSCs.

![Fig. 1](image1.png) (a) Typical intramolecular interactions found in non-fused NFAs. (b) chemical structure of encapsulated oligothiophene molecular wire, and non-fused NFAs developed in this study.
2 Results and discussion

2.1. Synthesis and thermal properties

The synthetic routes to TT–FT–DCI, TT–T–DCI, TT–T(bo)–DCI, and TT–T(eh)–DCI are shown in Scheme 1. As the starting material for TT–FT–DCI, dibromo FT compound (1) was prepared by our reported method.\(^1\) Compound 1 was monolithiated and reacted with N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to synthesize formylated compound 2. The Migita–Kosugi–Stille coupling between 2 and 2,5-bistrimethylstannylthieno[3,2-b]thiophene afforded 3. Finally, Knoevenagel condensation of 2 with DCI afforded TT–FT–DCI. The other acceptors of TT–T–DCI, TT–T(bo)–DCI, and TT–T(eh)–DCI were synthesized in the same manner (Scheme S1\(^1\)). As summarized in Table S1,\(^1\) while TT–T(bo)–DCI and TT–T(eh)–DCI showed limited solubilities of less than 2 mg mL\(^{-1}\) in representative process solvents such as chloroform (CHCl\(_3\)), chlorobenzene, and o-dichlorobenzene, TT–T–DCI showed improved solubility in CHCl\(_3\) and o-dichlorobenzene. In contrast, TT–FT–DCI possesses a high solubility of >10 mg mL\(^{-1}\) owing to the combination of spiro-substituted fluorene units with branched 2-ethylhexyl chains. Therefore, in the following section, we use TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI.

First, we investigated the thermal properties of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI (Fig. S2\(^\dagger\)). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) under a N\(_2\) atmosphere showed no significant weight loss of either compound up to 300 °C, and 5% weight loss was observed at 328 and 332 °C for TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI, respectively. This result indicates that these molecules are thermally stable and can be used in OSCs. As a result of sweeping up to 300 °C by differential scanning calorimetry analysis, melting and crystallization peaks were observed at 265 °C and 200 °C for TT–T–DCI. In contrast, TT–FT–DCI showed a gentle heat capacity shift with no clear peak. These results indicate that TT–T–DCI possesses crystalline nature, whereas TT–FT–DCI is expected to form amorphous state in the solid state.

2.2. Computational studies

To understand the influence of the FT unit on the rigidity of the \(\pi\)-conjugated skeleton, potential energies against dihedral angles were estimated for TT–FT(m) and TT–T(m) using density functional theory (DFT) calculations at B3LYP with 6-31G(d,p) basis set. Note that we replaced all alkyl groups with methyl groups to reduce the computational load (denoted as FT(m) and T(m) for clarity). From each potential energies, probabilities \((P)\) against dihedral angles were plotted based on the equation \(P = \exp(-E_i/k_BT)\), where \(E_i\), \(k_b\), and \(T\) are the energy of the \(i\)-meta-stable state, Boltzmann constant, and temperature, respectively (Fig. 2a).\(^5\) Whereas TT–T(m) exhibited a broad probability between \(\theta = 180^\circ\) and 140°, TT–FT(m) has a relatively narrow distribution. This result indicates that the introduction of the FT unit contributes to suppressing the dynamic fluctuation.

![Fig. 2](image-url)  
Fig. 2 (a) Probabilities against dihedral angles for TT–FT(m) and TT–T(m), and (b) molecular orbitals and their energy levels for TT–FT(m)–DCI and TT–T(m)–DCI.
We also optimized the model structures of TT–FT(m)–DCI and TT–T(m)–DCI (Fig. S3†). These results suggest that TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI possess a planar π-conjugated skeleton. The spiro-flanked fluorene units in TT–FT(m)–DCI were aligned perpendicular to the main π-conjugated skeleton. This steric configuration is expected to suppress the π−π stacking interactions in the thin-film. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) and highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of TT–FT(m)–DCI and TT–T(m)–DCI are illustrated in Fig. 2b. These frontier orbitals are distributed throughout the π-conjugated main chain. Although no coefficients were present in the fluorene unit of TT–FT(m)–DCI, the molecular orbitals of the fluorene units were found at HOMO − 1 (−5.70 eV) and HOMO − 2 (−5.71 eV). The estimated LUMO and HOMO energy levels of these compounds were almost identical, and compounds with LUMO energy levels of approximately −3.5 eV were expected to function as acceptor materials.9,10,13,14

2.3. Electrochemical and photophysical properties

To investigate the electrochemical properties of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) were performed in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPf6) as the supporting electrolyte, and the potentials were corrected to vacuum. Determining the HOMO and LUMO levels of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI can function as acceptors when combined with low-bandgap donor polymers in OSCs.

TT–T–DCI were experimentally determined to be −5.71 and −5.75 eV, respectively.41,52 Based on the first reduction peaks, the LUMO energy levels (ELUMO) of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI were determined to be the identical value of −3.89 eV. The similar energy levels of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI indicate that the electronic perturbation of the spiro-substituted fluorene units against the π-conjugated framework is limited. The electron affinity (EA) and ionization potential (IP) of the thin films were determined using low-energy inverse photoemission spectroscopy (LEIPS) and photoelectron yield spectroscopy (PYS) (Fig. S5†). The EA value was found to be 3.78 eV below the vacuum level for both compounds. The IP values were found to be 5.81 eV for TT–FT–DCI and 5.85 eV for TT–T–DCI. These estimated energy levels indicated that TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI can function as acceptors when combined with low-bandgap donor polymers in OSCs.9,10,13,14

The photophysical properties of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI were investigated using UV–vis absorption spectroscopy in a dilute CHCl3 solution. As shown in Fig. 4a, while one absorption band with vibrational structure was observed for TT–FT–DCI, TT–T–DCI exhibited a broad structureless absorption band. Irrespective of the same π-conjugated framework,
and d, with decreasing temperature, the temperature-dependent absorption spectra. As shown in Fig. 4c not caused by intermolecular interactions. We also measured dependent TD-DFT calculations to investigate the in thiophene units from 180° to 90°, the calculated $\lambda_{\max}$ values were blue-shifted and the f values became smaller for both TT-FT(m)-DCI and TT-T(m)-DCI. Because the trend in the distorted structure agrees well with the absorption spectra of TT-T-DCI, we considered that TT-T-DCI can exhibit conformational flexibility in solutions. In contrast, the presence of cyclopentene-annelated thiophene in TT-FT-DCI is effective in forming a rigid structure, leading to a narrow probability of conformation and a relatively high $\epsilon$ value in solution. Fig. 4b shows the emission spectra of TT-FT-DCI and TT-T-DCI in a CHCl₃ solution. The maximum emission wavelengths were 728 nm for TT-FT-DCI and 719 nm for TT-T-DCI. In contrast to the absorption spectra, there was no significant difference in the maximum emission wavelengths of TT-T-DCI and TT-T-DCI. This result indicates that these molecules possess similar electronic structures in the excited states. From the $\lambda_{\max}$ and emission maxima, the Stokes shifts were calculated to be 970 cm⁻¹ for TT-FT-DCI and 2300 cm⁻¹ for TT-T-DCI. The relatively small Stokes shift of TT-FT-DCI supports improved molecular planarity.

Compared to the solution state, the TT-T-DCI film showed an apparent red shift of approximately 120 nm. This result was rationalized by the appearance of strong intermolecular interactions in the solid state (Fig. 5). In contrast, a large overlap between the solution and thin-film spectra was observed for TT-FT-DCI, indicating that the presence of the FT unit disturbed the intermolecular interactions. Owing to changes in the vibronic structures, the $\lambda_{\max}$ of TT-FT-DCI in the film was blue-shifted in comparison to that in the solution. The optical energy gaps ($E_g^{\text{opt}}$) of TT-FT-DCI and TT-T-DCI in the film state were calculated from the onset wavelength of the absorption spectra. $E_g^{\text{opt}}$ was 1.58 eV for both the compounds.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed to investigate the molecular arrangement of the thin films (Fig. S8†). The pristine TT-FT-DCI thin-film showed very weak diffraction at $\theta = 4°$ ($d = 3.0$ nm) in the in-plane direction. This $d$-spacing roughly corresponded to the length of the molecular long-axis. Therefore, we considered that TT-FT-DCI mainly formed amorphous films with concomitant small crystal structures with face-on alignment. In contrast, for the TT-T-DCI thin-film, a clear diffraction peak was observed at 4.8° ($d = 1.8$ nm) in the out-of-plane direction and 24.8° ($d = 0.36$ nm) in the in-plane direction. These $d$-spacings correspond to the long axis length and the general π–π stacking distance. Therefore, TT-T-DCI forms a crystalline structure with an edge-on alignment in the thin-film state. The observed bathochromic shift in the TT-T-DCI thin-film is in good agreement with the XRD results. We also considered that the narrow FWHM of the absorption band of TT-T-DCI in the film is due to the formation of an ordered structure.

2.4. OSC characteristics

The photovoltaic characteristics of TT-FT-DCI and TT-T-DCI as new acceptors were investigated using an inverted configuration of ITO/ZnO/PBDB-T65 (CAS Registry No. 1415929-80-4):acceptor/MoO3/Ag. The details of the device fabrication condition are provided in the ESL.† The chemical structure of PBDB-T is presented in Fig. S1.† The active layers were optimized by screening the donor and acceptor ratios, process solvents, additives, concentrations, and rotational speeds (Tables S2 and S3†). The current density ($J$)-voltage ($V$) characteristics of the OSCs under AM 1.5 G solar irradiation (100 mW cm⁻²) and the corresponding external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectra are shown in Fig. 6. The results for operational stability of these devices are shown in Fig. S9.† The representative device parameters of short-circuit current ($I_{sc}$), open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), and fill factor (FF) are summarized in Table 2. The best PCEs of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI were 7.13 and 3.41%, respectively. Compared with those of the PBDB-T:TT–DCI device, the $I_{sc}$ and FF of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI-based device were improved. This result indicates that TT–FT–DCI has advantages for carrier dynamics from exciton formation to charge extraction in OSCs, which will be discussed in the following sections. The EQE measurements showed that the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI device recorded a maximum value (EQE$_{max}$) of 68% at 580 nm, whereas the PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI device showed an EQE$_{max}$ of 41% at 730 nm. Fig. S10† shows the absorption spectra of the active layers formed on the quartz plates. Because the EQE responses around 500–650 and 600–750 nm were mainly attributable to PBDB-T and TT–FT–DCI, respectively, both the donor and acceptor contributed to the photocurrent generation. The difference in the $V_{oc}$ values of PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI and PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI devices was 0.02 V. From the onset wavelengths of the absorption spectra of the active layers, the $E_{opt}^{0}$ (D:A) values of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI and PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI blend films were estimated to be 1.57 eV (792 nm) and 1.59 eV (778 nm), respectively. From the equation $E_{loss} = E_{opt}^{0}(D:A) - eV_{oc}$, the energy loss ($E_{loss}$) was calculated to be 0.68 eV for both the OSCs.

The surface morphologies of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI and PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI blend films were investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). As illustrated in Fig. S11,† the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI films showed a more distinct grain structure with a mean square roughness ($R_{rms}$) of 2.1 nm, whereas the PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI films formed a smooth surface with an $R_{rms}$ of 0.68 nm. The active layers were also investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As shown in Fig. S12,† the films did not show any significant macroscopic ordered structures, indicating that both PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI and PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI blend films form homogeneous active layers.

To investigate the crystallinity and molecular arrangement of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI and PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI films, XRD measurements were performed. As shown in Fig. S8,† the crystallinity of the blend films resembled that of the acceptor pristine films. The PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI film exhibited distinct diffraction based on TT–T–DCI, whereas the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI film showed a very weak diffraction peak at $\theta = 4.4^\circ$ in the out-of-plane direction attributed to TT–FT–DCI.

To estimate the macroscopic hole and electron mobilities, the space-charge limited current (SCLC) of blended films were investigated using ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-T:acceptor/MoO$_3$/Ag for hole-only devices and ITO/ZnO/PBDB-T:acceptor/Ca/Al for electron-only devices. The $J$–$V$ and $J$–$V$ $d^3$ plots are shown in Fig. S13,† and the estimated hole mobilities ($\mu_h$) and electron mobilities ($\mu_e$) are listed in Table 2. The hole transport attributed to PBDB-T showed the same order of magnitude of $\mu_h$ in both blend films. In contrast, the $\mu_e$ value of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI films was two orders of magnitude higher than that of the PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI films. This result indicates that TT–FT–DCI has an aptitude for electron transport in OSCs, and the balanced $\mu_h$ and $\mu_e$ of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI blend film is considered to contribute to the higher FF of the OSCs.† The edge-on orientation of TT–T–DCI in the PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI film, which was observed in the XRD results (Fig. S8†), is disadvantageous for the electron transport.

### 2.5. Time-resolved UV-vis and infrared absorption spectroscopy

Picosecond transient absorption (TA) measurements were performed to understand the photoinduced responses of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI. As shown in Fig. S14a and b,† broad absorption was observed at approximately 990 nm for both neat TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI films by 730 nm laser pulse irradiation. This absorption was assigned to the singlet excited state (S$_1$), and the lifetime of S$_1$ of TT–FT–DCI was longer than that of the TT–T–DCI films, as shown in Fig. 7a.

To further investigate the photoexcited dynamics of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI, changes in the vibrational frequency of the CN group were observed using time-resolved IR (TR-IR) absorption spectroscopy. This method is useful for observing the changes in the electronic and molecular structures induced

### Table 2 OSC characteristics of optimized devices and electron and hole mobilities of blend films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptor</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ $\mu$A cm$^{-2}$</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ $\mu$V</th>
<th>FF$^a$ (%)</th>
<th>PCE$^a,b$ (%)</th>
<th>$R_{sh}$ $\Omega$ cm$^{-2}$</th>
<th>$R_{s}$ $\Omega$ cm$^{-2}$</th>
<th>EQE$_{max}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\mu_h$ $\mu$cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\mu_e$ $\mu$cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT–FT–DCI</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7.13 (7.02 ± 0.11)</td>
<td>7.7 $\times 10^4$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.3 $\times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>7.7 $\times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT–T–DCI</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.41 (3.08 ± 0.20)</td>
<td>5.5 $\times 10^3$</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9.4 $\times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>3.3 $\times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ ITO/ZnO/PBDB-T:acceptor/MoO$_3$/Ag. $^b$ The average and standard deviation of 5 devices are provided in parentheses, see the ESI for details. $^c$ Shunt resistance ($R_{sh}$) and series resistance ($R_{s}$) were estimated from $J$–$V$ curves on Fig. S6b. $^d$ ITO/ZnO/PBDB-T:acceptor/Ca/Al. $^e$ ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDB-T:acceptor/MoO$_3$/Ag.
by photolysis because the vibrational frequencies are very sensitive to the changes in the charge densities around the chemical bonds. When TT–FT–DCI was photoexcited, the TR-IR spectra of CN exhibited a bipolar shape with negative and positive peaks at 2225 and 2208 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively (Fig. 8a and S16a\(^{†}\)). This spectral change indicates that the vibrational frequency of CN observed at 2218 cm\(^{-1}\), on the top of Fig. 8a, was red-shifted by photolysis, indicating that the density of electron around CN is increased. A similar red-shift was observed for TT–T–DCI, but an additional peak appeared at 2218 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8b). The peak intensities at 2218 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2204 cm\(^{-1}\) decreased remarkably and increased immediately after excitation. This is in contrast to that of TT–FT–DCI, which is almost constant within a few ps. The decrease of 2218 cm\(^{-1}\) TA and the increase of 2204 cm\(^{-1}\) TA of TT–T–DCI shown in Fig. S16b\(^{†}\) are well correlated, indicating that some electronic and/or structural changes occurred within a few picoseconds. A possible reason for the few-picosecond TR-IR signal is the conformational relaxation of the TT–T–DCI molecular structure. One of the reasons for this conformational change is the torsional motion of the \(\pi\)-conjugated skeleton from a nonplanar to planar configuration. The skeleton of TT–T–DCI is expected to be more flexible than that of TT–FT–DCI; therefore, it is likely to deviate slightly from the planar structure in the film. After photolysis, the structure of TT–T–DCI can relax to a more planar conformation within picoseconds.\(^{78,79}\) In contrast, such conformational changes would be limited for TT–FT–DCI because it has a more rigid structure than TT–T–DCI.

The same TA measurements were performed for the blend films of TT–FT–DCI and TT–T–DCI with PBDB-T. In this experiment, only the acceptor molecules (TT–FT–DCI or TT–T–DCI) were excited using 730 nm laser pulses. As shown in Fig. S15a and b,\(^{†}\) a broad absorption was also observed at
approximately 990 nm for both PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI and PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI films, which are assigned to $S_1$ and/or the radical anion of TT−FT−DCI or TT−T−DCI. As in the case of the blend films, the lifetime of the charged species in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI was longer than that in PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI (Fig. 7b).

To further understand the electronic re-distribution processes in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI and PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI, the frequency shift of CN was observed using TR-IR spectroscopy. In the case of PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI (Fig. 8c), two positive peaks appeared at approximately 2208 and 2191 cm$^{-1}$. The former was also observed in the neat TT−FT−DCI film (Fig. 8a), but the latter was absent in the neat TT−FT−DCI film. This result shows that the electron density around the CN of TT−FT−DCI was further increased in the presence of PBDB-T, indicating hole transfer from TT−FT−DCI to PBDB-T after excitation diffusion to the donor/acceptor interfaces. It is noted that the decay of the peak intensity at 2208 cm$^{-1}$ (time constant $\tau = 386 \pm 14$ ps) was remarkably faster than that at 2191 cm$^{-1}$ ($\tau = 705 \pm 27$ ps, bottom of Fig. 8c). This result indicates that the lifetime of holes located in PBDB-T is longer than that in TT−FT−DCI owing to hole transfer from TT−FT−DCI to PBDB-T and/or recombination of electrons and holes in the TT−FT−DCI domain.

In the case of PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI, two positive peaks appeared at 2208 and 2191 cm$^{-1}$, similar to the case of PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI. However, the peak intensity at 2208 cm$^{-1}$ was much smaller than that at 2191 cm$^{-1}$ even at 0−0.1 ps (Fig. 8d). Furthermore, the decay rate of the peak intensity at 2208 cm$^{-1}$ ($\tau = 304 \pm 14$ ps) was similar to that at 2191 cm$^{-1}$ ($\tau = 341 \pm 9$ ps, bottom of Fig. 8d), which is in contrast to the case of PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI. This indicates that the hole transfer from TT−T−DCI to PBDB-T is completed in hundreds of picoseconds region. These results show that the hole transfer from TT−T−DCI to PBDB-T occurs more rapidly and effectively than in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI because the TT−T−DCI domain is closely packed with a crystalline nature in contrast to the TT−FT−DCI domain with an amorphous nature. However, the band intensity of 2191 cm$^{-1}$ in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI decayed remarkably slower than that in PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI (Fig. S17†), whereas the 2208 cm$^{-1}$ band intensity decayed rapidly, indicating that the hole transfer proceeded from TT−FT−DCI via extensive exciton diffusion during the long survival time (705 ps from 2208 cm$^{-1}$ decay of Fig. 8c) of the exciton and that the lifetime of holes in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI was longer than that of holes PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI. This result could be accounted for by considering the electron mobility (Table 2): the electron mobility of TT−FT−DCI is larger than that of TT−T−DCI. Hence, the electrons in TT−FT−DCI can easily move away from the holes, resulting in the suppression of recombination. These slower deactivation processes in TT−FT−DCI are responsible for the superior solar cell performance compared to that of TT−T−DCI.

### 2.6. Time-resolved microwave conductivity

To investigate the lifetimes of free carriers in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI and PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI blend films, FP-TRMC measurements were performed.\textsuperscript{69} As shown in Fig. 9, the transient photoconductivity ($\phi \Sigma \mu$) of the PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI blend displays the maximum $\phi \Sigma \mu_{\text{max}}$ of $5.5 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, where $\phi$ and $\Sigma \mu$ represent the charge carrier generation yield and the sum of the hole and electron mobilities, respectively. The $\phi \Sigma \mu_{\text{max}}$ of the PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI blend was found to be $1.2 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Therefore, it was suggested that the PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI blend film shows a higher local mobility associated with a more substantial self-assembly nature than PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI, as evident from the UV-vis absorption spectra in Fig. 5 and the XRD data in Fig. S8.\textsuperscript{†}

Based on TA, TR-IR, and FP-TRMC measurements, it is indicated that TT−FT−DCI possesses a longer lifetime for the $S_1$ and charge-transfer (CT) state, as well as for the charge-separation (CS) state, than TT−T−DCI. The longer lifetimes of these transient species are expected to facilitate photocarrier generation in OSCs, which rationalizes the high $J_{sc}$ and shunt resistance ($R_{sh}$) of the PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI based OSCs.

### 2.7. Time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance

#### 2.7.1 Photoinduced CS state geometry in PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI blend films

To examine the molecular conformations and geometries of the photoinduced charge-separated state, TREPR measurements were performed on the substrate/ZnO/PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI blend films for three different field directions obtained by 532 nm pulsed laser irradiation at 80 K (Fig. 10), exhibiting electron spin polarization (ESP) by the microwave absorption (A) and emission (E). The thin films were cut into seven pieces of ~4 mm × 20 mm and were inserted into the EPR sample tubes with 5 mm OD (left and middle of Fig. 10d) as multilayered films. Thus, one can align the direction of the magnetic field $B_0$ with respect to the normal vector ($n$) from the substrates (as indicated by the arrows in the middle of Fig. 10d). We also prepared small cut films inserted into the EPR tube as a powder-like sample (Fig. 10d). An identical TREPR spectrum was obtained using a selecting the longer excitation wavelength of 710 nm (Fig. S18†), which predominantly pumped the acceptor. The emissive signal in the $E/A$ polarization spectra corresponds to the resonance by the reduced NFA (TT−FT−DCI$^-$: $g \approx 2.004$), while the absorptive polarization corresponds to the resonance line by the oxidized PBDB-T (PBDB-T$^+$: $g \approx 2.003$), indicating that the photoinduced CS states were

![Fig. 9 FP-TRMC transient of PBDB-T:TT−FT−DCI and PBDB-T:TT−T−DCI blend films.](image-url)
observed at 0.5 μs after the laser irradiations. Surprisingly, the emissive spectrum shape was dependent on the field direction with respect to the n-state from the substrate, indicating that the conformation of TT–FT–DCI− is not randomly distributed in the CS state. In Fig. 10a, the emissive signal was broadened around the lower field region, as indicated by the arrow, while the E signal in Fig. 10b was shifted toward the higher field side constituting the sharp E/A polarization pattern. This is explained by considering the anisotropies in the g-factor (g_z = 2.0047, g_y = 2.0033, and g_x = 2.0020) and in the hyperfine couplings based on the molecular orbital calculation using the ORCA program package, version 5.0.2, for TT–FT–DCI− as detailed in the ESI.† To obtain details of the molecular conformations of the CS state, we computed the spin-polarized EPR spectra from the singlet-precursor spin-correlated radical pair (SCR) model using MATLAB code with parameters of the exchange coupling (J = 85 μT) and the spin–spin dipolar coupling (D = −320 μT). The results showed the inter-spin separation (r) of 2.1 nm between the electron and hole by the point-dipole approximation from the red fitting lines in Fig. 10. The computation method and EPR parameters (Table S7 and Fig. S19) are detailed in the ESI.† As a result, the broad lower field emissive signal in Fig. 10a was explained by the contributions from g_x = 2.0047 and g_y = 2.0033 of TT–FT–DCI−, while the sharp emissive component in (b) was explained by g_z = 2.0020 at the higher field contributed by the g-factor close to the free electron. This implies that the normal vector by g_z from the aromatic plane in TT–FT–DCI− is parallel to the n vector, and the CS state takes on the face-on conformation (θ_n = 0° ± 10° for the g_z axis) nearby the ZnO/active layer interface. We also examined the molecular conformations of excitons by TREPR measurements for both the TT–FT–DCI pristine films and blend samples at 80 K. The face-on conformation of the CS state was highly distinguishable from the conformations of the triplet excitons, as described in the ESI (Fig. S20–S23).†

To visualize conformations of the CS state, we mapped (Fig. 11a) the electron spin polarization (i.e., the transverse magnetization at a field position indicated by the arrow in Fig. 10a) to all the field directions obtained from the fittings of the TREPR spectra. A grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering study of the ITO/ZnO/PBDB-T:ITIC blend film reported that PBDB-T polymers took on the face-on structures toward the out-of-substate direction, while the ITIC molecules tended to be disordered by the blend when 0.5% DIO additive was present. Based on this, it is very likely that the face-on character of TT–FT–DCI− in the CS state reflects the π–π stackings between TT–FT–DCI and PBDB-T (Fig. S18†), which directly interacts with the ZnO surface, as shown by the aromatic molecule underneath the ZnO surface in Fig. 11b. From the above discussion with θ_n = 0° ± 10°, one can obtain a geometric model of the CS state, as shown in Fig. 11b, when the principal axis systems are considered as shown in Fig. 11c and d. Notably, a direct face-on interaction between the TT–FT–DCI aromatic plane and the ZnO surface is unlikely at θ_n = 0° because of the steric hindrance by the spiro-fluorene groups substituted in the acceptor. This is consistent with the tilted conformation of the triplet exciton shown in Fig. S21d and S22c.† Additionally, the face-on situations of the donor interacting with the cathode (Fig. 11b) may hinder the electron injection through insulating LUMOs of the donors, resulting in the trapped CS states following the initial singlet exciton migration toward the ZnO surface regions and subsequent charge separations, as was characterized to be the trapped triplet excitons in the pristine films of the disordered environments (Fig. S18†). The present trap characteristics of the CS state were supported by observations of Rabi oscillation at a microwave power of 2.5 mW (Fig. S23†).

Thus, it is conceived that the present CS states are generated as a result of long-range exciton diffusions within the nanosecond survival time (705 ps from the 2208 cm−1 decay of Fig. 8c) in the vicinity of the ZnO surface, causing the trap characteristics via the dielectric response from ZnO, which possesses a higher dielectric constant (ε = 8) than organic semiconductors. Based on the exciton diffusion coefficients (D_ε = 10−7 cm2 s−1) of the related NFA films, the exciton diffusion length was estimated to be L_0 = 1/6D_ετ = 80 nm when τ = 1 ns is substituted as the present survival time of the exciton. This coincides well with the width (120 nm) of the photoactive layer, suggesting that ultimate distant charge separations dominantly occur around the ZnO surface area following long-range exciton-diffusion. This is also consistent with a previous report that showed that the molar ratio of NFA molecules is larger at the ZnO surface than that of the donor.†

In addition to the spin-polarized CS states, second-lived trapped radical species were also observed using steady-state EPR spectroscopy under field modulations during 532 nm laser irradiations at 80 K (Fig. S24 and S25†). However, the E/A polarized SCR spectrum in Fig. 11b is absent at room temperature (Fig. S26†), indicating that the shorter-lived SCR was de-trapped and thus contributed to the photocurrent, because the distance between the charges was sufficiently long.

Fig. 10 TREPR spectroscopy of PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI blend film. TREPR spectra of the photoinduced CS states observed for (a) B_0 ⊥ n, (b) B_0 || n and (c) small cut films, respectively. B_0 and n represent the magnetic field and the normal vector from the film substrate. (d) Photos of the thin films with front view, side view and numbers of cut films.
More details on the trap characteristics and the effects of exciton diffusion are described in Fig. S25–S27.†

In our previous study, we showed that the face-on orientations of acceptors against the aromatic planes of donors at the interfaces are advantageous for charge separation.31,32 Therefore, to investigate the optimized stacking structure of PBDB-T and TT–FT–DCI, TT–FT(m)–DCI was placed on top of a model substructure of PBDB-T in a face-on conformation at a distance, and the structural optimization was performed by a DFT method with B3LYP-D3/6-31G(d,p) using Gaussian 16.33 As a result, the bimolecular model converged to a stacking geometry with the distance between π-conjugated planes approaching approximately 4.3 Å (Fig. 12). TD-DFT calculations were carried out to estimate the optical transitions of the PBDB-T:TT–FT(m)–DCI complex, which showed transitions attributed to the CT transition between 750 and 900 nm (Fig. S28†). These CT transitions shifted to longer wavelengths compared with the corresponding transitions from pristine PBDB-T and TT–FT(m)–DCI. These calculated results reproduced the experimental results well: the absorption spectrum of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI blend film showed a broad absorption band around 750 nm (Fig. S10(a) (top)†), which is red-shifted compared to that of the pristine TT–FT–DCI film (700–730 nm) (Fig. S10a (bottom)†). We considered that this band is partially attributed to the transition from the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI complex. Thus, the electrons and holes can also be separated via the CT states in PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI to generate the distant CS states.

2.7.2 EPR spectra of blend films employing TT–T–DCI acceptors. We further observed the TREPR spectra of the PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI blend film, which exhibited a lower solar cell performance (PCE = 3.41%) than the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI blend film with PCE = 7.13% (Fig. S29†). Although the E/A polarized TREPR spectra were observed, probably due to the long-range CS state in the PBDB-T:TT–DCI blend film, the triplet exciton signal contributions were predominant as opposed to the minor triplet generation in the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI blend film. This indicates that fewer electrons and holes were generated because of the lack of donor/acceptor miscibility originating from the excessive segregation and over-crystallization of the acceptor molecules nearby the cathode area when the spiro-fluorene group substitutions were absent. This was also confirmed by comparing the TREPR intensities between the substrate/ZnO/ PBDB-P:TT–T–DCI and the TT–T–DCI pristine film at 80 K by 532 nm irradiation for the number of cut films (Fig. S30†).

The second-lived radical signals were also compared between the blend samples employing different acceptor molecules using steady-state EPR during 532 nm laser irradiations at 80 K (Fig. S31†). From the EPR intensities, the amount of accumulated charge was evaluated to be 2.6 times higher in the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI blend film than in PBDB-P:TT–T–DCI. Interestingly, this difference agrees well with the short-circuit current densities ($J_{SC} = 14.30$ mA cm$^{-2}$ in PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI vs. $J_{SC} = 8.22$ mA cm$^{-2}$ in PBDB-P:TT–T–DCI) of the solar cells. Thus, it is concluded that the well-separated charges, including the transient CS states (Fig. 11b) at 80 K, can be de-trapped to contribute to the photocurrent densities for device performance at room temperature.

2.7.3 Mechanistic details of the photoinduced charge separations and subsequent electron injections. Previously, heterogeneous photoinduced charge-separation geometries

Fig. 11 Geometries of the photoinduced charge separated state. (a) Electron spin polarization imaging map of the transverse magnetization showing the direction ($g_x = 60^\circ$, $\phi_d = 45^\circ$) of the inter-spin vector $d = (0.61, 0.61, 0.50)$ from the electron to the hole in the $g_x$–$g_y$–$g_z$ axis system in TT–FT–DCI. (b) Conformation model of the CS state with respect to the substrate normal vector. (c) and (d) Principal axes and values of the $g$-tensors.

Fig. 12 Optimized geometries of the model complex of PBDB-T (red) and TT–FT(m)–DCI (blue).
were characterized in P3HT:PC_{60}BM blend films using the TREPR method under cryogenic conditions.\textsuperscript{41} The shallow trap characteristics of the 1.7 nm-separated radical pairs were reported to possess geometries with $\theta_d \approx 45^\circ$ and $\phi_d \approx 35^\circ$ which resembled the molecular conformations of the present results (Fig. 11b). Such distant CS states were reported to be generated by entropy enhancements via the electron–phonon (EP) couplings originating from the low-frequency vibrations mainly at the polymer crystalline regions.\textsuperscript{44–46} In this regard, it can be proposed that the local face-on PBDB-T \( \pi\pi \) stackings nearby the ZnO surface promote EP coupling, causing entropy enhancement to overcome the Coulomb attraction potential in Fig. 11b. The involvement of the EP effect and the shallow trap characteristics are consistent with the disappearance of the E/A polarized CS signals at elevated temperatures (Fig. S26).\textsuperscript{†}

More importantly, the present locally ordered CS state conformation nearby the cathode is the highlight of the highly disordered morphology in view of whole photoactive layers employing the spiro-fluorene substitutions. Not only the homogeneous donor/acceptor miscibility for the efficient exciton migrations and subsequent charge generations as characterized by the long survival times in Fig. 12c, the local face-on conformation at the cathode side is a key to certainly inject the electrons for $\mu_c \ll \mu_h$ in Table 2 with preventions of the electron–hole recombination to conduct the superior PCE and $V_{OC}$ values. In this respect, the direct interaction between the tilted $\pi$-orbital of acceptor and the ZnO surface (Fig. 13) is a crucial gateway for efficient electron injection when the triplet exciton trapping is absent under solar-irradiation. This is consistent with the larger $\mu_c$ of the OSC employing the TT–FT–DCI than that of the OSC with the TT–T–DCI acceptor.

### 3 Conclusion

In summary, to investigate the effects of rigid and sterically bulky structures of non-fused NFA on transient photon-to-current dynamics, a new electron-accepting $\pi$-conjugated molecule, TT–FT–DCI, was developed. Theoretical calculations and photophysical measurements indicated that the introduction of the FT unit was effective for the rigidification of the $\pi$-conjugated framework. The $J_{SC}$ and FF of the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI-based OSCs were significantly improved compared to those of PBDB-T:TT–T–DCI-based OSCs, achieving a maximum PCE of 7.13%. Time-resolved IR absorption spectroscopy of the pristine thin-films revealed that TT–FT–DCI exhibited smaller conformational relaxation than TT–T–DCI under photoexcitation conditions, which primarily originates from the rigid $\pi$-conjugated framework of TT–FT–DCI. Furthermore, TT–FT–DCI showed longer lifetimes of the excited and charge-segregated states in the blend films than TT–T–DCI. For FP-TRMC measurements, a longer lifetime of free carriers was observed for the PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI film. Time-resolved EPR measurements revealed that the CS state of PBDB-T:TT–FT–DCI adopted a face-on conformation near the ZnO electrode. This orientation is rationalized by the suppression of aggregation between the TT–FT–DCI molecules due to the presence of sterically bulky spiro-substituted fluorene units. We demonstrated that the rigid and sterically bulky structure of non-fused NFA has advantages in the dynamic process of photon-to-current conversion in the active layer of OSCs, which provides important insights into the material design for high-performance non-fused NFAs as well as deep understanding of solar cell operating mechanisms.
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